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No almost simple sporadic group acts primitively
on the points of a generalised quadrangle
JOHN BAMBERG AND JAMES EVANS
Centre for the Mathematics of Symmetry and Computation,
The University of Western Australia, Australia.
Abstract. A generalised quadrangle is a point-line incidence geometry G such that: (i) any two points
lie on at most one line, and (ii) given a line L and a point p not incident with L, there is a unique point
on L collinear with p. They are a specific case of the generalised polygons introduced by Tits [26],
and these structures and their automorphism groups are of some importance in finite geometry. An
integral part of understanding the automorphism groups of finite generalised quadrangles is knowing
which groups can act primitively on their points, and in particular, which almost simple groups arise as
automorphism groups. We show that no almost simple sporadic group can act primitively on the points
of a finite (thick) generalised quadrangle. We also present two new ideas contributing towards analysing
point-primitive groups acting on generalised quadrangles. The first is the outline and implementation
of an algorithm for determining whether a given group can act primitively on the points of some
generalised quadrangle. The second is the discussion of a conjecture resulting from observations made
in the course of this work: any group acting primitively on the points of a generalised quadrangle must
either act transitively on lines or have exactly two line-orbits, each containing half of the lines.
1. Introduction
A generalised n-gon (or generalised polygon) may be defined as a point-line incidence geometry
whose incidence graph has diameter n and girth 2n. In addition, we require that every line is incident
with at least three points, and each point is incident with at least three lines. (These are the so-called
thick generalised polygons). By the theorem of Feit and Higman [13], a (thick) finite generalised n-gon
exists only for n = 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 [28].
The generalised polygons were first introduced by Tits in [26], in order to study the Lie type groups
by associating them to certain geometric structures. The generalised polygons are a particular case of
Tits’ more general theory of buildings. In particular, an equivalent definition of a generalised polygon
is that it is an irreducible spherical building of rank 2. Tits [27] classified the spherical buildings of
rank 3 or more, and leaving the generalised polygons as the final missing piece in our understanding
of spherical buildings.
The polygons which arise from Lie type groups came to be known as the classical generalised
polygons1. These geometries are often important in their own right. The classical triangles are
exactly the Desarguesian projective planes (related to PSL(3, q) groups), while the classical generalised
quadrangles are classical projective polar spaces (related to PSp(4, q), PSU(4, q) and PSU(5, q)). The
classical hexagons were discovered by Tits in [26], and they are related to the G2(q) and
3D4(q
3)
groups, while the classical octagons correspond to the 2F4(2
2k+1) groups.
There are non-classical generalised polygons, so not all generalised polygons can be studied using
the power of Lie-group theory (see e.g. [28], [19]). However the connection to group theory, via the
automorphism groups of the polygons, remains their most interesting and well studied aspect. A major
theme in the literature has been to explicitly classify all of the examples of generalised polygons whose
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1Exactly which polygons are classical varies between authors. This paper only includes the Moufang polygons,
whereas in some cases the Moufang polygons and their duals are called classical.
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automorphism groups obey certain conditions. One of the first general results of this type was by Fong
and Seitz [14] who classified the finiteMoufang generalised polygons. Using the Classification of Finite
Simple Groups, Buekenhout and Van Maldeghem [9] relaxed the Moufang condition considerably to
having an automorphism group that acts distance-transitively on the points of a generalised polygon.
A non-classical generalised quadrangle appears in this classfication: the unique generalised quadrangle
GQ(3, 5) of order (3, 5).
Theorem 1.1 (Buekenhout and Van Maldeghem, [9]). A generalised polygon with point-distance-
transitive automorphism group is classical, dual classical, or GQ(3, 5).
The classical and dual classical polygons have automorphism groups which are point and line-
primitive, flag-transitive2 as well as point and line-distance-transitive. On the other hand, GQ(3, 5) is
point-primitive and flag-transitive, but not line-primitive. For generalised triangles/projective planes
it is conjectured (see e.g., [17]) that a point-primitive automorphism group implies that the projective
plane is Desarguesian. It is known that a counterexample would have to have a small solvable group
for its automorphism group. For generalised hexagons and octagons all classical examples have point-
primitive automorphism groups and it is expected that no other hexagons or octagons exist. In [9],
the authors say that they anticipated that their work would stimulate research into classifying all of
the polygons obeying these weaker conditions, and this has been so. For example, some have studied
what the automorphism group can be when it acts flag-transitively and point and line-primitively:
Theorem 1.2 (Schneider, Van Maldeghem [21]). If G acts point and line-primitively and flag-
transitively on a (thick) generalised hexagon or octagon then G is almost simple of Lie type.
This result was preceded by Buekenhout and Van Maldeghem’s [8] classification of the Atlas-groups
that act point-transitively on a finite generalised hexagon or octagon. This includes all of the sporadic
simple groups, and the conclusion is that only the classical examples (of Atlas-groups) arise, and no
almost simple group with sporadic socle can act point-transitively on a finite generalised hexagon or
octagon. An analogue for generalised quadrangles appears in [2] where it was shown computationally
that if G acts primitively on the points and lines of a generalised quadrangle, then the socle of G is
not a sporadic simple group. Moreover, we have the following result:
Theorem 1.3 (Bamberg, Giudici, Morris, Royle, Spiga [2]). If G acts point and line-primitively
on a generalised quadrangle then G is almost simple. If G is also flag-transitive, then G is almost
simple of Lie type.
Only for generalised quadrangles is it expected for there to be non-classical examples with point-
primitive automorphism groups, and it is also the case where the least progress has been made. The
strongest result so far is that if G acts point-primitively as automorphisms of a generalised quadrangle,
then G is not of Holomorph Compound O’Nan-Scott type [5]. On the basis of the known examples
it is expected that additionally all except the ‘Holomorph Affine’ and ‘Almost Simple’ types can be
eliminated. Much work has already been done in classifying what happens in the affine case: the (thick)
generalised quadrangles that admit an automorphism group that is line-transitive and point-primitive
of Holomorph Affine type, are known [3]. The almost simple case requires much more work.
The contribution of the current paper is to describe an algorithmic way to determine explicitly
whether individual groups can act point-primitively on some generalised quadrangle. To this end, and
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method that was developed, the algorithm was implemented
in the GAP computer algebra software [15], and used to extend the results of [8] and [2]:
Theorem 1.4. No almost simple sporadic group can act primitively on the points of any generalised
quadrangle.
Finally we conclude with a conjecture of our own, which we hope will stimulate further inquiry.
Conjecture. Suppose that G is a group which acts point-primitively on a generalised quadrangle
Q. Then G either acts transitively on the lines of Q, or has only two line-orbits, both of equal size.
In the case where there are two line-orbits, each orbit is a hemisystem of the lines of Q: half of
the lines at each point are in the given orbit. A consequence of this conjecture, if true, is that if Q has
order (s, t), and t is even, then G is line-transitive (because the number (t+ 1)(st+ 1) of lines would
be odd). So it would imply that if t is even, then G is not of Holomorph of Simple Group type, by [4,
Theorem 1.1].
2That is, acting transitively on incident point-line pairs.
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2. Finite generalised quadrangles
Throughout this paper, Q will refer to a (finite, thick) generalised quadrangle with point set P and
line set L. Generalised quadrangles are generalised n-gons with n = 4. That is, they are point-line
incidence geometries whose incidence graph has diameter 4 and girth 8. However, it is often useful to
restate this definition in terms of a more geometrically meaningful, but equivalent, pair of axioms:
(1) Any two points lie on at most one line, and
(2) Given a point p and a line L not incident, there is a unique point on L collinear with p.
The dual of an incidence geometry G is another geometry GD with the points and lines swapped
around, but the same pattern of incidence. The definition of a generalised quadrangle is duality
invariant: the dual of a generalised quadrangle is another generalised quadrangle.
A generalised quadrangle Q is said to have an order (s, t) if every line in it is incident with s+ 1
points and each point in it is incident with t + 1 lines. The following lemma summarises the basic
information about the order of a generalised quadrangle:
Lemma 2.1 ([19, 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3]). Let Q be a thick generalised quadrangle. Then:
• Q has an order (s, t) for some s, t > 2,
• |P| = (s+ 1)(st+ 1), |L| = (t+ 1)(st+ 1),
• s 6 t2, t 6 s2,
• s+ t divides st(st+ 1).
Another important fact about generalised quadrangles is that many of the graphs associated to
them, e.g., the incidence graph [7], must be distance-regular. Most importantly for us is the point-
collinearity graph (or dually, the line-concurrency graph). The point-collinearity graph of a quadrangle
(or any point-line geometry) is the graph with the point set as vertices, and points adjacent if they are
distinct and collinear in the geometry. It follows from [19, 1.2.2] that the point-collinearity graph of
a quadrangle must be distance-regular, or equivalently since the point-collinearity graph has diameter
2, that the graph is strongly regular with parameters
(
(s+ 1)(st+ 1), s(t + 1), s − 1, t+ 1
)
3.
An automorphism of an incidence geometry is a pair (ρ, σ) of permutations on the point and line
sets respectively, which together preserve incidence. The automorphism group of the geometry is the
set of all of its automorphisms. The automorphism group of a generalised quadrangle may be identified
with the set of all permutations on the points which preserve collinearity, because the structure of
quadrangles guarantees that every permutation on points preserving collinearity determines a unique
permutation on the lines which preserves incidence.
In specific cases there is much that can be said about the automorphisms and automorphism
groups of specific quadrangles. However, our work requires results that apply in complete generality,
and there are rather fewer of those. The following results are the ones that we will need.
Lemma 2.2 ([8]). Let Q have order (s, t), and θ be an automorphism of prime order x greater than
both s+1 and t+1. Then θ cannot fix any points, so x cannot divide the size of the point-stabilisers,
and must divide |P|, and dually for lines.
Lemma 2.3. Let G be an automorphism group of a generalised quadrangle Q of order (s, t), and
suppose G acts transitively on P. Let LG be an orbit of G on L. Then there is a number 1 6 k 6 t+1
such that each point is incident with exactly k lines from LG. Consequently, LG has k(st+1) lines in
it. If G acts primitively on P then k 6= 1, t.
Proof. We simply count the pairs (p,M) ∈ P×LG, such that p andM are incident, in two ways.
There are |LG| lines, each incident with s+1 points, giving |LG|(s+1) pairs. Since G is transitive on
points, for all p, q ∈ P, there is some g ∈ G which maps p to q, and all lines of LG at p to lines of LG
at q. This means that every point is incident with the same number, k, of lines of LG. The number
of pairs is thus also k|P|. Combining gives |LG| = k |P|
s+1 = k(st+ 1).
If k = 1, every point is incident with one line of LG, so the lines of LG determine a partition of
the point set which is preserved by G, i.e., they form a system of imprimitivity, which is not possible
if G acts primitively on points. This also applies for k = t, for the complement of a line orbit with
k = t is a line orbit with k = 1. 
3These parameters can be interpreted geometrically as: the total number of points, the number of points collinear
(but not equal to) a point p, the number of common neighbours to a pair of collinear points p and q and the number of
common neighbours when p and q are not collinear.
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As far as we can tell, after surveying the literature and asking several experts in this field, Lemma
2.3 has not been utilised in the study of generalised polygons before, although it is essentially just the
observation that the point-orbits and line-orbits form a tactical configuration (see [12, Chapter 1] for
more), together with the fact that there is just one point-orbit in this case.
3. The algorithm
Let G be an arbitrary finite group. The goal is to determine whether there are any generalised
quadrangles upon which G can act point-primitively (and faithfully). In other words, are there any
generalised quadrangles where G appears as a subgroup of the full automorphism group, and is primi-
tive on the point set in this action? Prior work has focused on showing that certain groups or types of
groups cannot do this. Showing definitively that a group can do it is much harder, because essentially
there is no way to show whether a group can act point-primitively on a quadrangle other than to
search for a quadrangle such that it does.
The process discussed here works because the fact that G acts primitively on the points of Q
implies certain restrictions on the parameters of Q. Hence you only need to check a much reduced
subset of all quadrangles in order to find those acted upon point-primitively by G. By doing this
repeatedly and by using several different properties that any quadrangle acted on point-primitively
by G must have, one can whittle down the set of quadrangles that must be checked directly to a
(hopefully quite small) finite number. As it happens, the number that must be checked often turns
out to be zero under our method. The algorithm that we have developed uses the following steps:
(1) The stabilisers of points in this primitive action of G must form a conjugacy class of maximal
subgroups of G. Thus, any hypothetical quadrangle which is acted on point-primitively by
G must have a number of points equal to the index of some maximal subgroup of G (by the
Orbit-Stabiliser theorem).
(2) Each generalised quadrangle has an order (s, t) which obeys |P| = (s + 1)(st + 1), s 6 t2,
t 6 s2 and s+ t divides st(st+1) (see Lemma 2.1). The first of these implies that s+1 must
divide |P|. So we set s+ 1 = j, run j over all of the divisors of each possible |P| found in the
last step and solve for
t =
|P| /j − 1
j − 1
.
It is then checked whether t is an integer and obeys the other restrictions. This generates a
list of possible (s, t)’s, but not all will be compatible with G acting point-primitively on these
hypothetical quadrangles. This is where Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 come in. The use of Lemma
2.2 is clear: find the set of prime divisors of |G|, take those greater than s+ 1 and t+ 1 and
test whether any divide the sizes of the point-stabilisers (which are known) or do not divide
|L| (the sizes of the line stabilisers are not known). If either of these occur, then (s, t) can
be eliminated, for it is incompatible with G4. That the sizes of the line stabilisers are not
known is partially negated by Lemma 2.3. The size of each line orbit is the index in G of
the stabiliser of a line in that orbit. Lemma 2.3 tells us that this index must be divisible by
st + 1. The line-orbits partition the line set, so there must be some set of subgroups of G
whose indices are divisible by st + 1 and sum to the number of lines. This is a surprisingly
difficult test to pass, and it eliminates the vast majority of all cases which reach this step.
(3) The algorithm now has a set of possibilities for |P| and has split those by the possible (s, t)’s.
These are further subdivided and reduced by looking at the possibilities for the sets of points,
Np, which can be collinear with a point p. Fixing p in a hypothetical quadrangle of order
(s, t), there will be s(t + 1) other points collinear with p. The stabiliser Gp must preserve
this set, so Np is the union of a some orbits of Gp. The action is determined by specifying G
and Gp and hence these orbits (and their sizes, known as subdegrees) can be calculated. The
sets of orbits whose combined size is s(t+ 1) can then found, and these are the possibilities
for the set Np. As of yet, we know of no simple test which can be used to eliminate some
of these orbit combinations as being valid neighbourhood possibilities. This is currently the
most significant weakness of this process.
At this point enough information has been collected that each remaining case (consisting of param-
eters |P|, Gp, (s, t), Np) contains at most one generalised quadrangle. This is because specifying Gp
4This does not tend to be a very effective test, for the size of s and t often exceeds all prime divisors of |G|.
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(which determines the action on points) and the set of points collinear with a given point p suffices to
determine the collinearity of any two points. Hence each case is associated to a unique point-collinearity
graph, which by construction is acted on point-primitively by G. This graph need not be associated to
a generalised quadrangle however. First of all, as mentioned in Section 2, the point-collinearity graph
of a quadrangle must be strongly regular with parameters
(
(s+ 1)(st+ 1), s(t + 1), s − 1, t+ 1
)
. The
graphs coming out of each case are checked to see whether this is true or not.
Even if a graph passes this test, it need not be the point-collinearity graph of any generalised
quadrangle. If it is not, it is called a pseudo-geometric graph, and these are quite rare. There are
also computational methods (e.g. using [24]) for determining whether a given graph is associated to
any quadrangle or not, and finding such quadrangles. It is also known that there will be a unique
such quadrangle, if it exists. By construction the quadrangles found have G as a point-primitive
automorphism group, and are (up to isomorphism) the only such quadrangles5.
4. Analysing the almost simple sporadic groups
The main component of the proof of Theorem 1.4 is the automation of the process by way of a
computer program. This was done using the GAP [15] computer algebra software, with assistance from
the AtlasRep [30], GRAPE [24], Design [23] and FinInG [1] packages. The code for this implementation
can be found in Appendix A.
A group G is almost simple if T ∼= Inn(T ) 6 G 6 Aut(T ) for some finite non-abelian simple group
T . The automorphism groups of all classical and dual classical polygons are almost simple of Lie type
(T is a Lie type simple group), so the other almost simple groups are a natural place to place to
start searching for groups which could be the point-primitive automorphism group of a quadrangle.
Focusing specifically on the sporadic groups provides a finite but challenging set of examples, and
AtlasRep conveniently provides access to good representations of these groups. This means that the
correctness of the stated theorem relies upon the correctness of the contents of AtlasRep6.
4.1. Verification of the implementation. The code was tested by applying it to the simple
groups associated to the classical families for small q. These are known to act point-primitively on their
respective quadrangles [28]. Table 1 displays the groups checked and the results. All of the known
quadrangles for these groups were found, giving confidence that our implementation won’t miss any
quadrangles should they exist (which is by far more important, and more likely to be a problem, than
spuriously detecting non-existent quadrangles). This demonstrates one possible use of implementing
the program like this: to directly, quickly and independently check the results about which groups act
primitively on quadrangles that have been obtained by other means.
4.2. Results from testing the almost simple sporadic groups. Table 2 shows a list of all
of the almost simple sporadic groups and contains information about the operation and output of our
program when applied to each of them in turn. No generalised quadrangle was found in any of the
cases. It must be noted that our automated computer code did not suffice to analyse all of these
groups, so in some cases manual work was required in order to complete the process. The problems
that were encountered and their solutions are discussed below. That information should also clear up
some of the odd features of Table 2 that the reader may notice. Unless a group is mentioned below,
the computer program given in Appendix A was able to complete the required analysis without issue.
• Co1: Not all maximal subgroups of Co1 are accessible via AtlasRep. However, the online
website for AtlasRep contains a list of the orders and indices of these subgroups (which is all
of the information required at first). This information was manually entered into the part of
the program which finds the initial possible (s, t) values. No possibilities were found for any
of the maximal subgroup classes. Hence Co1 was eliminated.
• Fi22.2: Similarly, AtlasRep misses many maximal subgroups of Fi22.2. Following the same
process as for Co1 finds a single possibility: (s, t) = (25, 95) for the maximal subgroup classes
O+8 (2) : S3 × 2. This possibility is not eliminated by the use of Lemmas 2.2 or 2.3. This
5Hence, the process does not construct a list of quadrangles and check if they are acted on primtively by G, as
suggested in the informal motivation at the beginning of this section, but instead constructs objects with G as a point-
primitive automorphism group and checks if they are quadrangles.
6But not its completeness. At the time of writing AtlasRep had gaps, how they were overcome is discussed below.
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G M (s, t) Graph? Q
PSp(4, 2)′ ∼= A6 S4 (2, 2) X W (3, 2) ∼= Q(4, 2)
S4 (2, 2) X W (3, 2) ∼= Q(4, 2)
PSp(4, 3) ∼= PSU(4, 2) 24 : A5 (2, 4) X Q−(5, 2)
31+2.2A4 (3, 3) X W (3, 3)
33.S4 (3, 3) X Q(4, 3)
2.(A4 ×A4).2 (4, 2) X H(3, 4)
PSp(4, 4) 26.(3×A5) (4, 4) X W (3, 4) ∼= Q(4, 4)
26.(3×A5) (4, 4) X W (3, 4) ∼= Q(4, 4)
S6 (9, 15) × -
PSp(4, 5) 51+2 : 4A5 (5, 5) X W (3.5)
53 : (2×A5).2 (5, 5) X Q(4, 5)
2.(A5 ×A5).2 (4, 16) × -
PSU(4, 3) 34 : A6 (3, 9) X Q
−(5, 3)
31+4 : (2.S4) (9, 3) X H(3, 9)
PSU(3, 3) (11, 4) × -
PSU(5, 2) 21+6 : (32 : 3 : Q8) (4, 8) X H(4, 4)
24+4 : GL(2, 4) (8, 4) X H(4, 4)D
(32 : 3 : Q8) : 3× S3 (9, 39) × -
Table 1. This table shows the group, the maximal subgroups which had (s, t)’s, if the associated
graph was strongly regular, and which generalised quadrangle it represented (if any).
phenomenon, of the simple group being eliminated without issue, but the almost simple group
requiring more work occurs several times7.
This problem can be resolved as follows. Suppose G was an almost simple group with
corresponding simple group T , and thatM 6 G was maximal. Often, T ∩M will be maximal
in T 8. Suppose this was the case, and that G acted point-primitively on some quadrangle
with stabiliser M . Then T would act on it with point-stabiliser T ∩M which is maximal in
T . Hence the action of T would also be primitive with stabiliser T ∩M . But, if T has already
been analysed and eliminated, this cannot occur, so we rule out G acting with stabiliser M .
For this case, O+8 (2) : S3 × 2 is a non-novelty maximal subgroup [11], the intersection
with Fi22 is the maximal subgroup O
+
8 (2) : S3. Hence this case, and Fi22.2 are eliminated.
• Fi23: Similar to Co1, Fi23 does not have all of its maximal subgroups in AtlasRep. Manually
checking the (s, t)’s finds the one possibility (2991, 689). Manually entering this into the test
based on Lemma 2.3 eliminates this possibility as well.
• Fi′24: Manual (s, t) checking reveals (s, t) = (115, 23), with the Fi23 class as the only possi-
bility. This is eliminated by using Lemma 2.3. This time, the maximal subgroup indices are
not in AtlasRep. Instead, a list of the structure descriptions of the maximal subgroups was
sourced from [29] and it is simple, if tedious, to calculate the indices using these. The indices
were then run through the (s, t) finding step.
• Fi′24.2 : Similar to Fi
′
24. Again, the only possibility found is (s, t) = (115, 23) associated to
maximal subgroups Fi23 × 2. This is a non-novelty maximal subgroup [11], so this case is
eliminated also.
• HN.2: This group has all of its maximal subgroups available in AtlasRep, so things initially
proceed as normal. The one (s, t) possibility, (149, 51), is not eliminated, and so the program
proceeds to the next step of trying to calculate the subdegrees of the required action. HN.2
proves to be too large for this to work. The relevant maximal subgroup is non-novelty, so it
7The problem is mainly in how the test based on Lemma 2.3 is conducted. Finding all subgroup indices directly
is infeasible, but they must all be multiples of the index of some maximal subgroup. Hence, line stabilisers must have
indices which are multiple of lcm(|G : M | , st+1) for some maximal subgroup M . This coarser information often suffices,
because the indices of maximal subgroups of simple groups tend to be large and the lcm is often larger than the number
of lines. But in the almost simple case the index 2 maximal subgroup causes problems. Often the problem can be
resolved without resorting to the trick discussed for Fi22.2, and if so this is shown.
8If T ∩M isn’t maximal, M is called a novelty maximal subgroup of G. If T ∩M is maximal, M is a non-novelty
maximal subgroup of G.
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G M (s, t) (s, t)∗ Subdegrees NC Q
M11 2.S4 (4, 8) (4, 8) [8, 12, 24
(4), 48] [0, 1, 1, 0] -
M12 - - - - - -
M12.2 - - - - - -
M22 - - - - - -
M22.2 - - - - - -
M23 - - - - - -
M24 - - - - - -
J1 F42 (21, 9) - - - -
J2 3.A6.2 (9, 3) - - - -
52 : D12 (13, 11) - - - -
J2.2 3.A6.2
2 (9, 3) (9, 3) [36, 108, 135] [1,0,0] -
52 : (4× S3) (13, 11) (13, 11) [15, 25, 50
(2), 75(5), 150(6), 300(2)] - -
J3 2
2+4 : (3× S3) (44, 22) - - - -
J3.2 2
2+4 : (S3 × S3) (44, 22) - - - -
J4 - - - - - -
Co1 - - - - - -
Co2 M23 (161, 159) - - - -
Co3 - - - - - -
Fi22 O7(3) (39, 9) - - - -
O7(3) (39, 9) - - - -
O
+
8 (2) : S3 (25, 95) - - - -
(39, 49) (39,49) [1575,22400,37800] - -
Fi22.2 O
+
8 (2) : S3 × 2 (25, 95) - - - -
(39, 49) - - - -
Fi23 [3
10].(L3(3)× 2) (2991, 689) - - - -
Fi′24 Fi23 (115, 23) - - - -
Fi′24.2 Fi23 × 2 (115, 23) (115,23) [31671, 275264] - -
HS - - - - - -
HS.2 - - - - - -
McL M22 (8, 28) - - - -
M22 (8, 28) - - - -
McL.2 - - - - - -
He - - - - - -
He.2 - - - - - -
Ru 2F4(2) (9, 45) - - - -
26.U3(3).2 (57, 57) (57, 57) [63, 756, 2016
(3), 16128(2) . . .] - -
Suz U5(2) (41, 19) - - - -
32+4 : 2.(A4 × 2
2).2 (129, 191) - - - -
Suz.2 U5(2) : 2 (41, 19) - - - -
32+4 : 2.(S4 ×D8) (129, 191) (129,191) [72, 144, 486
(2), 729, 1944, 3888(2), 4374,
7776(3), 8748, 11664, 17496, 23328 . . .] - -
O′N L3(7) : 2 (19, 323) - - - -
L3(7) : 2 (19, 323) - - - -
O′N.2 - - - - - -
HN A12 (149, 51) - - - -
HN.2 S12 (149, 51) (149, 51) [1, 462, 5040, 10395 . . .] - -
Ly - - - - - -
Th - - - - - -
B - - - - - -
M - - - - - -
Table 2. (s, t)∗: Lists (s, t) possibilities which pass the tests of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3.
Subdegrees: Lists the subdegrees of the relevant action, with multiplicity.
NC: Gives the number of different combinations for the point neighbourhoods.
Q: Lists the quadrangles output by the program.
can be eliminated that way. However, in this case The Atlas [11] lists the subdegrees of the
relevant action, and manual inspection shows that no combination sums to s(t+ 1).
• B: The maximal subgroups are in AtlasRep, however B is far too large for practical com-
putation. Instead, a list of the maximal subgroup indices are extracted and manually run
through the (s, t) finder step, producing no possibilities.
• M : Same as for B, however this time GAP’s factorisation function proved inadequate. Instead
a version of the (s, t) finder was written in Python3 and used instead. No (s, t)’s were found.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
5. The Hemisystem Conjecture
As useful as the above discussed process is, it has its limitations. The first few steps, using maximal
subgroup indices and finding valid (s, t) values, are simple and cheap, especially since a lot is known
about maximal subgroups of simple groups. Beyond this first step, the method begins to rely on
heavy computations with the relevant group which can often overwhelm basic computers. Manual
intervention (as in the last part of the previous section) can only get you so far. This limits the
possibility of smoothly analysing large numbers of groups.
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Our efforts to improve the program have focused on the first few steps, so as to eliminate as many
cases as possible and avoid the intensive group calculations whenever we can. The tests on the (s, t)
values which are based on Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 were discovered as a result of this focus. They are very
successful, together eliminating the vast majority of cases. Without Lemma 2.3 we would have been
unable to rule out J1 or Fi23. Despite the utility of these lemmas, we continue to seek other tests
that can be added to the process.
One possibility relies on the following observation. The way that Lemma 2.3 is used relies on
the fact that the size of the line-orbits must be divisible by st + 1, which only requires the relevant
automorphism group to be point-transitive. The added condition for when the group is point-primitive
is minor and not currently useful. This means that our use of Lemma 2.3 is not using the full strength
of the assumption that the group is acting point-primitively. We suspected that a much stronger, and
more useful, restriction on possible line-orbits could be proven if the point-primitivity condition was
utilised more completely. Our investigations into this possibility led us to the following conjecture:
Conjecture (The Hemisystem Conjecture). Suppose that G is a group acting point-primitively on
a generalised quadrangle Q. Then G either acts transitively on the lines, or has exactly two line-orbits,
both of equal size.
When the group G has exactly two line-orbits of equal size, we say that G has a hemisystem.
The reason for this should become clear later. The inspiration for this conjecture comes from two
sources. The first are the examples of quadrangles with point-primitive groups: in all known cases
the statement of the conjecture holds. The second is that the theory of objects called k-covers lends
some heuristic support to the idea behind the conjecture.
5.1. The known examples. The known generalised quadrangles with point-primitive automor-
phism groups are the classical (and dual-classical) quadrangles as well as GQ(3, 5) and LSce. We
sought to examine the line-orbits of the point-primitive groups on these quadrangles. Our efforts to
do this were greatly helped by the classification of point-transitive automorphism groups of classical
quadrangles assembled in [16]. Some of the information from this list is reproduced in Table 3. The
table describes the point-transitive subgroups up to conjugacy in the full automorphism group. Since
primitive implies transitive, all of the point-primitive groups appear in this list. Our first task was to
GQ Transitive Subgroup Conditions Comment
W (3, q) contains PSp(4, q) primitive
contains PSL(2, q2) stabilises spread ([6, Tables 8.12, 8.14])
24.A5, 24.5, S5, 24.D10, 24.F20, 2× S5, 24.S5 q = 3 imprimitive
A5, S5 q = 2 stabilises spread
Q(4, q), q odd contains PSp(4, q) primitive
24.F20, 24.A5, 24.S5 q = 3 imprimitive
H(3, q2) contains PSU(4, q) primitive
contains PSL(3, 4) q = 3 primitive
Q−(5, q) contains PSU(4, q) primitive
contains SU(3, q) stabilises spread ([6, Table 8.33])
C4 × PSL(2, 7), (C4 × PSL(2, 7)).2 q = 3 stabilises spread
C2 × (PSL(2, 7) : 2), (C2 × (PSL(2, 7) : 2)).2 q = 3 stabilises spread
A7 q = 5 ‘exceptional’
C513 : C9, (C513 : C9) : C2 q = 8 ‘exceptional’
Contains a regular extraspecial 3-group q = 2 stabilises spread
contains PSL(3, 4) : 2 q = 3 imprimitive
H(4, q2) contains PSU(5, q) primitive
H(4, q2)D contains PSU(5, q) primitive
Table 3
locate the point-primitive groups. For sufficiently large q, the table shows that all of the groups fall
into orderly infinite families. There is always the simple group part of the full automorphism group,
which is known to always be point and line primitive. The other infinite families of point-transitive
subgroups are known to arise as the stabilisers of geometric objects in the ambient projective spaces
that the quadrangles live in, so their actions are well understood. In fact, they are subgroups of the
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stabilisers of 1-covers (a.k.a, spreads: sets of lines with one line incident at each point), so the second
part of Lemma 2.3 implies the groups are not point-primitive. These spread stabilisers happen to be
maximal in their associated collineation groups (see the indicated table in [6], [10], or the relevant
chapter of [18]), so the only primitive overgroup is the whole group, and so all cases are consistent
with the conjecture.
This just leaves the exceptional point-transitive groups of the small q quadrangles. These were
analysed using GAP together with the FinInG [1] and Design [23] packages which were used to construct
the necessary quadrangles and automorphism groups. We then calculated every conjugacy class of
subgroups and determined if they were transitive or primitive on the points. Whether or not they
were primitive9, if they were transitive we then looked at the line-orbits of (a representative of) each
class. This analysis could be carried out except for Q−(5, 5) and Q−(5, 8), due to the large size of these
examples. These were dealt with by only finding the exceptional subgroup we were required to check,
rather than searching all subgroup classes. This can be done by utilising other known constructions
of these subgroups. For Q−(5, 5), the A7 subgroup class that we need to check can be found by using
the projective representation of A7 inside PGL(6, 5) provided by AtlasRep. For Q
−(5, 8), the relevant
subgroups are the centralisers of Sylow-19 subgroups. Checking all relevant overgroups10 finds no
point-primitive examples except those already accounted for.
The results are as follows. All of the point-primitive groups that we examined were also line-
transitive, except for two classes which were related to PSL(3, 4) 6 Aut(H(3, 9)), which each had two
line-orbits, both of which contained half of the lines. So, for classical examples at least, it is almost
true that point-primitive implies line-transitive. In fact, this was true for all examples we could think
of off the top of our heads, which inspired us to carry out this survey at all. On the basis of the one
exception, we made the conjecture as stated above.
However, it was possible that this pattern that we spotted was just an artefact of the classical
quadrangles. Thus, it was necessary to analyse the remaining two quadrangles GQ(3, 5) and LSce.
Both have symmetry groups which are primitive of Holomorph Affine type. GQ(3, 5)’s automorphism
group was analysed by finding and checking every conjugacy class of subgroups (as done for the
classical quadrangles), however LSce’s group was simply too big for this to work. A more efficient way
to find primitive subgroups of the symmetry group of LSce is to use the result of [20] on inclusions of
primitive groups in other primitive groups.
Theorem 5.1 ([20, Proposition 5.2]). Suppose that G is a finite primitive permutation group of
Holomorph Affine type with translation subgroup T , and that H 6 G is also primitive. Then either H
is of Holomorph Affine type and contains T or:
• H is of Almost Simple type and is isomorphic to PSL(2, 7), and G = AGL(3, 2) or
• H is of Product Action type and H has primitive component PSL(2, 7).
Note that
∣∣PSL(2, 7)
∣∣ = 168 is divisible by 7. But the order of the symmetry group G of LSce is
not divisible by 7. Thus PSL(2, 7) is not a subgroup of G, and thus any primitive subgroup of G is of
Holomorph Affine type and still contains the translation subgroup T .
The correspondence theorem from group theory tells us that there is a bijective correspondence
between conjugacy classes of subgroups in G which contain T and those in G/T . Because G/T is
much smaller than G, its conjugacy classes of subgroups are more easily found. GAP finds 86 classes
of subgroups of G/T which are then pulled back to subgroups of G containing T . These subgroups will
all be point-transitive, for they all contain T , and the proposition tells us that every class of primitive
subgroups is represented in the list. Hence, we obtained all of the point-primitive subgroups, and a
number of extra transitive subgroups for comparison. The results are as follows:
Q # classes of primitive sub-
groups of Aut(Q)
# having two line-orbits
(a hemisystem)
# line-transitive
GQ(3, 5) 10 4 6
LSce 11 4 7
Thus, we have shown that all known quadrangles agree with the hemisystem conjecture. The
evidence from these non-classical examples is especially compelling. Despite these two quadrangles
9So that we would be able to see the line-orbits of primitive and imprimitive groups and make a comparison.
10The groups between these groups and their normaliser, which is a maximal subgroup. See the appendices of [6].
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being very different from the classical examples, the same result holds. There is also some evidence
in the results from the point-imprimitive groups. As one can see by looking at the tables of line orbit
sizes contained in Appendix B, the number of line-orbits for imprimitive groups are quite varied. But
the primitive examples stand out as having only one or two orbits on lines. This might just be an
artefact of the primitive groups being larger and so having fewer line-orbits, but to our eyes there does
seem to be something sharply different between large but imprimitive subgroups and primitive ones.
5.2. Hemisystems. What Lemma 2.3 tells us is that the line-orbits of a point-transitive auto-
morphism group form geometric objects called k-covers of lines in generalised quadrangles. These
are well known objects, appearing more commonly under the guise of the dual notion of m-ovoids.
Formally, if G is some generalised quadrangle, an m-ovoid of G is a subset O ⊂ P such that every line
of the quadrangle is incident with exactly m points of O. A k-cover is a subset K of L such that every
point is incident with exactly k lines of K.
A recurring theme in the literature is that the most important examples of these objects are the
hemisystems, m-ovoids where m = s+12 (containing half of the points) and dually k-covers where
k = t+12 . An important early result in their study was B. Segre’s 1965 proof [22] that any nontrivial
k-cover in a H(3, q2) quadrangle is a hemisystem. This was inspired by the existence of hemisystems
for H(3, 9) stabilised by the groups PSL(3, 4) 6 Aut(H(3, 9)).
This is not the place to discuss all of the results about k-covers, hemisystems and their relation to
the general theory of generalised quadrangles, so we limit ourselves to one example which exemplifies
the sort of pattern which helped to inspire the conjecture. This example comes from Thas’ 1989 paper
[25]. This paper introduces m-ovoids and k-covers in full generality for the first time and proves many
of the basic results about them. The paper deals with m-ovoids, but its results are easily dualised to
ones about k-covers. It assumes m-ovoids are non-trivial (m 6= 0, s + 1). The notation G(A) denotes
the induced subgraph of the point-collinearity graph G(P) on vertex set A ⊂ P: the vertices are the
elements of A, and two vertices are adjacent if and only if they correspond to distinct collinear points.
Thas proves the following generalisation of Segre’s result:
Corollary 5.1.1 ([25]). If the generalised quadrangle G has order (s, s2) and contains a non-
trivial m-ovoid O then m = s+12 . If O is an
s+1
2 -ovoid of G then G(O) and G(P \ O) are strongly
regular with parameters v = s+12 (s
3 + 1), k = s−12 (s
2 + 1), λ = s−32 , µ =
(s−1)2
2 .
However the crucial result which supports the Hemisystem Conjecture is the following:
Theorem 5.2 ([25]). Let O be an m-ovoid of a generalised quadrangle G of order (s, t). If G(O)
is strongly regular then one of the following cases occurs:
• m = s+12 and t = s
2.
• m < s+12 . If m=1 then t 6 s
2 − s. If m > 1 then t 6 s2 − 2s.
• m > s+12 and t = s
2 − s or s2 − s− 1. If t = s2 − s− 1 then m 6= s.
G(O) and G(P \ O) are both strongly regular if and only if one of the following occurs:
• m = s+12 and t = s
2.
• m = 1, s and t = s2 − s.
As Theorem 5.2 shows, hemisystems seem to be the nicest and most regular examples, and if
there is sufficient regularity, you are likely to get a hemisystem. This is important, because increased
regularity would not be unexpected in the line-orbits of point-primitive groups. For example, suppose
that one could prove that G(K) and G(L \K) must be strongly regular whenever K is the line orbit of
a point-primitive group. Then Theorem 5.2 would imply that either K is trivial or k = t+12 and s = t
2
(the second part of Lemma 2.3 eliminating k = 1, t). This is very close to the Hemisystem Conjecture.
The only difference is the added conclusion about s = t2. However GQ(3, 5) and LSce provide example
of quadrangles which have point-primitive symmetry groups which have a hemisystem but which do
not have order (t2, t). So this slight extension is too much to ask for, but the idea behind it, that
sufficient regularity of the k-cover implies that the k-cover is a hemisystem lends credence to the idea
that something like the hemisystem conjecture might be true. Even if the conjecture as stated is
not true, this makes it likely that there will be severe restrictions on what k can be for line-orbits of
point-primitive groups in general.
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Appendix A. Code
# GAP code
LoadPackage("grape"); LoadPackage("atlasrep");
AtlasMaximalSubgroups := function( name )
# uses AtlasRep to find maximal subgroups of a group stored in the Atlas
# input: AtlasRep name
# output: a record (maxes, group) containing a permutation group
# pertaining to "name" and maximal subgroups of this permutation group
local tocs, gapname, numbers, maxs, wholegroup;
if AtlasOfGroupRepresentationsInfo.remote = true then
tocs := AtlasTableOfContents( "remote" ).TableOfContents;
else
tocs := AtlasTableOfContents( "local" ).TableOfContents;
fi;
gapname:= First( AtlasOfGroupRepresentationsInfo.GAPnames, pair -> pair[1] = name );
Print(gapname[3]!.nrMaxes, " maximal subgroups: ", gapname[3]!.structureMaxes, "\n");
gapname:=gapname[2];
numbers := List(tocs!.(gapname)!.maxes, t -> t[2]);
maxs := List(numbers, t -> AtlasSubgroup(name, t));
wholegroup := AtlasGroup(name);
return rec(maxes:=maxs, group:=wholegroup);
end;
KnapsackSearch := function(Y,t)
# Simple backtracking code to find Knapsack solutions
# input: Y is a list of positive integers,
# t is an integer that we want to find sums from Y for
# output: characteristic vectors for the collected list of Y
local L,U,ExtendSearch;
L := Collected(Y);
U:=[];
ExtendSearch:=function(S,a,j)
local x,y,AA,SS,k,i;
for i in [j..Size(S)] do
x:=S[i][1]; y:=S[i][2];
if y <= 0 then
continue;
else
if x > a then break;
elif x = a then
AA := [];
for k in [1..Size(S)] do
if k=i then
Add(AA,L[i][2]-y+1);
else
Add(AA,L[k][2]-S[k][2]);
fi;
od;
Add(U,StructuralCopy(AA));
break;
else
SS := StructuralCopy(S); SS[i][2] := y-1;
ExtendSearch(SS,a-x,i);
fi;
fi;
od;
end;
ExtendSearch(L,t,1);
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return U;
end;
GeneratePossible_s_t := function(G,M)
local B, D, b, divisors_b, c, j, r;
# indices of maximal subgroups
B := List(M, m -> IndexNC(G,m));
# find all possible solutions in s and t
D := [];
for b in B do
# proper nontrivial divisors of b
divisors_b := Filtered(DivisorsInt(b), t -> 1 < t and t < b);
c := [];
for j in divisors_b do
r := ((b/j)-1)/(j-1);
if IsInt(r) and r <= (j-1)^2 and (j-1) <= r^2 and
RemInt( (j-1)*r*((j-1)*r+1), j-1+r ) = 0 then
Add(c,[j-1,r]);
fi;
od;
Add(D, c);
od;
return D; # indexed by maximal subgroup
end;
OrdersOfElementsTest := function(G, M, s, t)
# We check that Lemma 2.2 is satisfied
local l;
l := (1+t)*(1+s*t);
return ForAny(PrimeDivisors( Order(G) ), q ->
(RemInt(Size(M),q)=0 or RemInt(l,q)<>0) and (q > 1+s and q > 1+t) );
end;
FilterByOrdersOfElementsTest := function(G, M, D)
# Remove elements of D that are invalid
local i, e, Dcopy;
Dcopy := StructuralCopy(D);;
for i in [1..Length(D)] do
for e in D[i] do
if OrdersOfElementsTest(G, M[i], e[1], e[2]) then
Remove(Dcopy, Position(Dcopy,e));
fi;
od;
od;
return Dcopy;
end;
LineOrbitsTest := function(B, s, t)
# check that we have a k-cover induced
local k, L, POS, b, K;
k := 1 + s*t;
L := (t + 1) * (s*t + 1);
POS := [];
for b in B do
K := LcmInt(b,k);
if K <= L then
Add(POS,K/k);
fi;
od;
return not IsEmpty(KnapsackSearch(POS,t+1));
end;
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FilterByLineOrbitsTest := function(G, M, D)
local d, e, Dcopy, B;
B := List(M, m -> IndexNC(G,m));
Dcopy := StructuralCopy(D);;
for d in Dcopy do
for e in d do
if not LineOrbitsTest(B, e[1], e[2]) then
Remove(d,Position(d,e));
fi;
od;
od;
return Dcopy;
end;
MakeCollinearityGraphs := function(G, M, D)
# check that there is a sum of subdegrees for the neighbourhood of a point,
# then construct the collinearity graph of a possible GQ of order (s,t)
local l, Y, d, s, t, A, FCA, S, YY, GG, a, DC, B,
V, K, W, w, N, I, O, Inc, gamma, GlPa, FF;
FF:=[];
B := List(M, m -> IndexNC(G,m));
for l in [1..Size(D)] do
if not IsEmpty(D[l]) then
DC := DoubleCosetRepsAndSizes(G,M[l],M[l]);
Y := List(DC, dc -> dc[2]/Size(M[l]) );
Remove(Y,1);
for d in D[l] do
s := d[1]; t := d[2];
A := KnapsackSearch(Y,s*(t+1));
if not IsEmpty(A) then
FCA := FactorCosetAction(G, M[l]);
S := Image(FCA, M[l]);
O := ShallowCopy(OrbitsDomain(S, [2..B[l]]));
YY := List(O,Size);
GG:= List(Set(YY), c -> Positions(YY,c));
for a in A do
K:=[];
V := List([1..Size(a)], i -> Combinations(GG[i],a[i]));
Add(V,List(Cartesian(K),Concatenation));
W := Concatenation(V);
for w in W do
N := Concatenation(O{w});
I := Image(FCA);
Inc := function(x,y)
return OnPoints(y,RepresentativeAction(I,x,1)) in N and x<>y;
end;
# construct vertex-transitive graph from putative neighbourhood
gamma := Graph(I, [1..B[l]], OnPoints, Inc);
# check if graph is strongly regular
if IsDistanceRegular(gamma) and Diameter(gamma)=2 then
GlPa:=GlobalParameters(gamma);
# check the graph has the right parameters
if GlPa=[[0,0,s*(t+1)],[1,s-1,s*t],[t+1,(s-1)*(t+1),0]] then
Add(FF,[l,d,gamma,GlPa]);
fi;
fi;
od;
od;
fi;
od;
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fi;
od;
return FF;
end;
RunThroughTests := function(G, M)
local D, graphs;
D := GeneratePossible_s_t(G,M);;
if ForAll(D,IsEmpty) then
Print("No feasible orders (s,t)\n");
else
Print("Possible orders: ", Union(D), "\n");
Print("... doing orders of elements tests\c");
D := FilterByOrdersOfElementsTest(G,M,D);;
Print(" * \n");
if IsEmpty(D) then
Print("Fails the orders of elements test (Lemma 2.2)\n");
else
Print("... doing line-orbits test\c");
D := FilterByLineOrbitsTest(G, M, D);
Print(" * \n");
if IsEmpty(D) then
Print("Fails the line-orbits k-cover test test (Lemma 2.3)\n");
else
graphs := MakeCollinearityGraphs(G, M, D);
if IsEmpty(graphs) then
Print("No feasible collinearity graphs\n");
else
return graphs;
fi;
fi;
fi;
fi;
end;
# Python code
from sympy import *
indices=[97239461142009186000,5791748068511982636944259375,
439909863614532427326210000000,512372707698741056749515292734375,
16009115629875684006343550944921875,282599644298926271851701207040000000,
391965121389536908413379198941796875,1484028541986258159045049319424000000,
4050306254358548053604918389065234375,6065553341050124859256025907200000000,
147971784380684498443615773616452403200,377694424605514962329798663208960000000,
16458603283969466072643078298009600000000,69632552355255433384259177414656000000000,
2137612234906118719276348954925160732819456,4773365227577903302562875496013496320000000,
28114639032330054704286996987125956608000000,69506875251140892549372895050469742538129408,
360804534248235702038349794668116443136000000,406922407046882370719943377445244108800000000,
718237710928455889676853248854854006227337216,1227948204794415624584299721349471928320000000,
1589822867634109834649512818264086937600000000,
2672015293632648399095436193656450916024320000,
6440808214679248895891202946141582786560000000,
11133397056802701662897650806901878816768000000,
13812263671701074801477947093362577042833408000,
23847343014511647519742692273961304064000000000,
70848890361471737854803232407557410652160000000,
77933779397618911640283555648313151717376000000,
463738191456905920504166612122193960632320000000,
547294894007597532814267768386619441152000000000,
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681636554498124591605978620830727274496000000000,
922293247309099546038858646725599428608000000000,
1277021419351060909899958126235445362688000000000,
4516082186421377575935948496320762111590400000000,
7870810683757187569515487092944776514764800000000,
11129716594965742092099998690932655055175680000000,
33169845024405290471529552748838701026508800000000,
49077831923864970595630460699812363763712000000000,
118131202455338139749482442245864145761075200000000,
492693551703971265784426771318116315247411200000000];
def find_s_and_t(n):
divs=divisors(n)
divs2=[s for s in divs if (s*(1+(s-1)**(3/2))<=n and n<=s*(1+(s-1)**3))];
for i in range(len(divs2)):
splus1=divs2[i]
s=splus1-1
if ((n/splus1-1) % s) == 0:
t=(n/splus1-1)/s
if ((s*t*(s*t+1)) % (s+t))==0:
print(s,t)
return
for n in indices:
print(n)
find_s_and_t(n)
print("----")
Appendix B. Line orbit sizes of the known point-transitive generalised quadrangles
The following show all (conjugacy classes of) point-transitive subgroups of the symmetry groups
of the classical polygons.
(a) W (3, 2)
Subgroup Is Primitive? Lengths of line-orbits
A5 × 5, 10
S5 × 5, 10
A6 X 15
S6 X 15
(b) W (3, 3)
Subgroup Is Primitive? Lengths of line-orbits
24.5 × 20, 20
S5 × 10, 30
S5 × 30, 10
24.5.2 × 20, 20
2× S5 × 30, 10
24.5.4 × 40
A6 × 10, 30
S6 × 10, 30
S6 × 10, 30
2× A6 × 10, 30
24.A5 × 40
2× S6 × 10, 30
24.S5 × 40
PSp(4, 3) X 40
PSp(4, 3).2 X 40
(c) W (3, 4)
Subgroup Is Primitive? Lengths of line-orbits
PSL(2, 16) × 17, 68
PSL(2, 16).2 × 17, 68
PSL(2, 16).4 × 17, 68
PSp(4, 4) X 85
PSp(4, 4).2 X 85
(d) W (3, 5)
Subgroup Is Primitive? Lengths of line-orbits
PSL(2, 25) × 130, 26
PSL(2, 25).2 × 130, 26
2× PSL(2, 25) × 130, 26
2× PSL(2, 25).2 × 130, 26
PSp(4, 5) X 156
PSp(4, 5).2 X 156
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(e) Q(4, 2)
Subgroup Is Primitive? Lengths of line-orbits
A5 × 5, 10
S5 × 5, 10
A6 X 15
S6 X 15
(f) Q(4, 3)
Subgroup Is Primitive? Lengths of line-orbits
24.5.4 × 40
24.A5 × 40
24.S5 × 40
PSp(4, 3) X 40
PSp(4, 3).2 X 40
(g) Q(4, 4)
Subgroup Is Primitive? Lengths of line-orbits
PSL2(16) × 68, 17
PSL2(16).2 × 68, 17
PSL2(16).4 × 68, 17
PSp4(4) X 85
PSp4(4).2 X 85
(h) Q(4, 5)
Subgroup Is Primitive? Lengths of line-orbits
PSp(4, 5) X 156
PSp(4, 5).2 X 156
(i) H(3, 4)
Subgroup Is Primitive? Lengths of line-orbits
PSU(4, 2) X 27
PSU(4, 2).2 X 27
(j) H(3, 9)
Subgroup Is Primitive? Lengths of line-orbits
PSL(3, 4) X 56, 56
PSL(3, 4).2 X 112
PSL(3, 4).2 X 56, 56
PSL(3, 4).2 X 112
PSL(3, 4).22 X 112
PSU(4, 3) X 112
PSU(4, 3).2 X 112
PSU(4, 3).2 X 112
PSU(4, 3).2 X 112
PSU(4, 3).4 X 112
PSU(4, 3).22 X 112
PSU(4, 3).22 X 112
PSU(4, 3).D8 X 112
(k) Q−(5, 2)
Subgroup Is Primitive? Lengths of line-orbits
32.3 × 9, 9, 9, 9, 9
9.3 × 9, 27, 9
32.3.2 × 9, 9, 9, 9, 9
32.6 × 9, 9, 9, 18
9.6 × 9, 9, 27
33.3 × 9, 27, 9
32.3.4 × 9, 18, 18
32.3.(2× 2) × 9, 9, 9, 18
33.3.2 × 27, 9, 9
33.3.2 × 9, 27, 9
33.3.2 × 9, 27, 9
33.3.Q8 × 9, 36
33.3.8 × 9, 36
33.(2× 2).3 × 9, 36
33.(2× 2).3.2 × 9, 18, 18
33.3.(2× 2) × 27, 18
33.3.QD16 × 27, 9, 9
33.(2× 2).3.2 × 9, 36
33.(2× 2).3.2 × 18, 27
(S3 × S3 × S3).3 × 27, 18
33.3.Q8.3 × 9, 36
33.3.Q8.3.2 × 36, 9
33.(2× 2).3.2.2 × 27, 18
PSU(4, 2) X 45
PSU(4, 2).2 X 45
(l) Q−(5, 3)
Subgroup Is Primitive? Lengths of line-orbits
4× PSL(3, 2) × 84, 168, 28
2× (PSL(3, 2).2) × 84, 168, 28
4× (PSL(3, 2).2) × 84, 168, 28
PSU(3, 3) × 252, 28
2× PSU(3, 3) × 252, 28
PSU(3, 3).2 × 252, 28
PSU(3, 3).2 × 252, 28
2× (PSU(3, 3).2) × 252, 28
4× PSU(3, 3) × 252, 28
2× (PSU(3, 3).2) × 252, 28
PSU(3, 3).D8 × 252, 28
PSL(3, 4).2 × 280
PSL(3, 4).2 × 280
PSL(3, 4).4 × 280
PSU(4, 3) X 280
PSU(4, 3).2 X 280
PSU(4, 3).2 X 280
PSU(4, 3).2 X 280
PSU(4, 3).4 X 280
PSU(4, 3).22 X 280
PSU(4, 3).22 X 280
PSU(4, 3).D8 X 280
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(m) H(4, 4)
Subgroup Is Primitive? Lengths of line-orbits
PSU(5, 2) X 297
PSU(5, 2).2 X 297
(n) H(4, 4)D
Subgroup Is Primitive? Lengths of line-orbits
PSU(5, 2) X 165
PSU(5, 2).2 X 165
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